Bluebells and Moss, by Michael Anderson

Our eleventh meeting of the year saw Matthew reprise his role as our moderator,
taking us through nineteen images on a slightly unusual night. is evening
brought back something that we haven’t seen since we went online: voting for seals.

Upcoming Meetings
March 2
Carm & Judy

Our electronic format does have a di erent dynamic than our in-person meetings,
and it is a challenge to maintain our high standards of technical excellence and
artistic insights as we show and see more work. ese seal votes were just for
practice, since only prints can earn actual seals, but it served as a reminder of the
standards that we set and how we consider our photographs.

March 16
Craig
Spring Break

is non-competitive assessment is integral to the Forum, and is our way for the
entire group to consistently provide feedback, even though only a few have a chance
to speak to each photograph.

April 6
Marvin
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At the Toronto Focal Forum we share a passion for the printed photograph: it’s our chosen means of creative expression,
so we strive for artistic and technical excellence. Our candid print reviews are times for diverse work and di erent ideas,
creating an invigorating, ongoing conversation about our experiences in art and in life. ese evenings are times of inspiration,
honing our craft of clear vision and communication, enriching our photographic pursuits. is is the measure of our success.
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Sunset Shadows, by Marina Leyderman
Images Shown, February 16:
Dass
The Light [G]

Marie Algieri-Goldgrub
A Wave Goodbye [G]

Christine Kobielski
Zipped [G]

Michael Anderson
Bluebells & Moss [S]

Rhonda Starr
Excluded [S]

Marina Leyderman
Sunset Shadows []

Laurence Sitwell
Late Afternoon []

Paul Yi
Flowers of Winter []

Stephen Gilligan
Tracey 02-22 [G]

Judy Grif n
Abstraction [S]

Stephen Starkman
Morocco Visions 5 [G]

Leif Petersen
The Changing Landscape [G]

Tom Yates
On Re ection… [S]

Allan Flagel
Cloud Stop [S]

Doris Woudenberg
On the Road [S]

Matthew Robertson
Flight [S]

Guy St Louis
Waiting [S]

Craig Lauder
Cabbagetown #16 [S]

Kas Stone
A Sliver of Hope [G]
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When originality becomes a goal, it is no longer original. e artist is merely trying to be di erent.
e word ‘original’ comes from origin, the source. Di erent just means something that is set apart from everything else.
– John Daido Loori
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I captured this image
in the Palouse region
of western
Washington state,
from Steptoe Butte. I
had been raining
heavily all morning, so
I was lucky that the
rain cleared in the
immediate area, when
we were at the top of
Steptoe. e rain is
still coming down in
the distance. e
changing landscape is
evidenced by the fall
harvest, the windmills in the distance and the sun coming through the clouds to light up the rolling hills. e three
deer were a bonus that, honestly, I didn't even notice until I looked at my images on the computer that evening.
Above:
e Changing Landscape,
by Leif Petersen
Right:
Morocco Visions 5,
by Stephen Starkman
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A paci st between wars is like a vegetarian between meals.
– Ammon Hennacy
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Zipped
by Christine Kobielski
What does it feel like to
be silenced?
We can all identify with
oppression.
“Me Too, Black Lives
Matter, Gay Rights,
Transgender Identity” :
all of these movements
have come out of
oppression.
What does it do to the
human psyche?
is story began with an
image of an old column.
It stirred something
within me, but the
feeling was
undi erentiated. It was
as if photographing the
column became a
window into my soul
which had yet to reveal
itself. I kept it on my desktop for several weeks. While
looking through some of my photos I noticed the zipper
and the story began to unfold as I was creating it.
Your eye goes to the left eye rst and you feel the emotional
impact. e zipper becomes the symbol of oppression and
transitions naturally to the wound on the right side of the
face, the part that goes underground only to surface at some
later date in a movement.
e story is personal and collective. It is a disturbing piece
meant to show what happens within a person (the right side
is the unconscious animalistic, self ) as well as on the surface.
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By putting myself out into the world, I allow myself the chance to experience it. To live openly as myself
is a protest of its own. I capture what I see as a way to remember to keep ghting for life when death is wished upon me.
– Takoda Patterson
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I enjoy trying to make the ordinary into
something extra-ordinary.
Usually I rst respond to the graphic
design of the scene. (bright colours,
shapes & simplicity here)
en I look for some meaning or story
being told. (the humour of the clouds
responding to the STOP sign)
Finally, when processing the image or
deciding on the title, I look for some
deeper or alternate interpretation of the
image. (thinking about whether we
could ever have complete control over
the weather; also, how much control do
we actually have over our own lives?)

Above: Cloud Stop,
by Allan Flagel
Left: e Light,
by Dass

I shot this image last fall in Trinity
Newfoundland. e light in the the
one window is the sun coming
through a window on the other side
of the church. e memorial stone
was originally in front of the right
corner of the window, I moved it
and rebuilt that corner.
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Only a photographer can stop time. Just by one click.
– Biju Karakkonam
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Left: Late Afternoon,
by Laurence Sitwell
Below Left: Excluded
by Rhonda Starr
Below Right: Abstraction,
by Judy Gri n
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If her ngers touched the photograph it was hers.
If it was out of her reach then it belonged to the room.
– Helen Oyeyemi

is is another image that is
part of an ongoing series on
Cabbagetown and surrounding
area (St Jamestown, Regent
Park, Corktown etc). e area is
a juxtaposition of poverty and
wealth, with areas where houses
fetch up to $3 million dollars
and other parts with low cost
communal accommodation
housing a complete mixture of
people, races and culture. Parts
of the area are considered some
of the poorest in the city.

Above: Cabbagetown #16,
by Craig Lauder
Right: Flowers of Winter,
by Paul Yi

Madawaska River
never hibernates.
When the strong
current breaks
through ice and
ows into an eddy,
the warm water
meets crispy cold air
that creates a carpet
of icy owers.
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Black and white photography is a perfect lie. We must not let colour destroy this image.
– Patrick Summer eld
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A Sliver of Hope, by Kas Stone

A Sliver of Hope
by Kas Stone
A Sliver of Hope is my response to Matthew’s challenge to present an image that I felt met the criteria
of his six discerning questions and that might be worthy of a coveted Gold Seal. Of course I always
hope my images are worthy, but my selection this time was especially thoughtful and even led to some
subtle ne-tuning before I submitted it. It also led to some unease about whether my selection was
being in uenced by the awarding of hypothetical seals at this meeting. Admittedly the thought did cross
my mind, but my real reason for this submission was to nd out whether the discerning eyes of Forum
members would respond as enthusiastically to the image as I had in creating it.
is image was made just six weeks ago during my Christmas visit to Ontario. (My enthusiasm about it
therefore risks ‘recency bias’!) e dense woodlot obscured by fog seemed an apt metaphor for the
general uncertainty of our times. Yet, an optimist by nature, I chose to highlight a slim pathway
threading through the trees towards a brighter area in the distance.
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e greatest danger to our future is apathy.
– Jane Goodall
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